


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CBC
A frequent talking point among bird-
watchers, particularly in summer, is the
status of the various breeding species.
Questions might be raised such as "How
badly were Wrens affected by the htest
cold winter?" "Are there fewer Izsser
Witethroats breeding this year?" "Has
there been a change in the relative status
of Blockcap and Garden Warbler over the
last decade?"

The Common Birds Census provides a
solid base for answering such questions
using the BTO's network of active
members. It was started in 1962, follow-
ing pilot trials in the previous year, at the
instigation of the Nature Conservancy
(now Nature Conservancy Council). Its
aim was to monitor bird population
numbers chiefly on farmland, where the
growing use of agricultural chemicals and
the accelerating destruction of hedgerows
were causing particular concern. Other
habitats, notably woodland, were also
included in the scheme (especially from
l9&). The method is as objective as
possible, which is essential for wide
acceptance of the results. Fieldwork is
carried out according to specified guide-
lines. minimum levels of effort are set
down, and a paired sample technique is

The results of the CBC provide indices of
population change for (currently) sixty
bird species. Many of the indices have
been running since 1962.'The scheme is
called the Common Birds Census simply
because only species which are fairly

B i rdwatchers  everywhere found that
lVhitethroats had suddenly become scarce in
1969 : the CRC was able to estimate these
decreases at 7l7o on farmland and 657a in
woodland habitats. Drought in West AJrrca
was later identified as the cause of the decrease.

Photo: Eric Hosking

used by which results are only compared
between sea sons where the effort has been
consistent (see below).
In addition to monitoring, the CBC offers
other information of particular value to
local and national conservation. A by-
product of the method we use is a set of
maps showing the location of each

territorial bird. These species maps can be
used to estimate the density of the various
species on the plot, for comparison
between years or between plots, and
provided that the habitat description is
sufficiently detailed it is also possible to
see how the birds are distributed in
relation to different elements of the
habitat.

Where the habitat alters during the
lifespan of a census, for example by
removal of hedgerows on farmland or by
a change in management in woodland,
the effects of these alterations on bird
populat ions can be measured by compar-
ing the species maps before and after. The
CBC can also be used to predict the likely
effects of proposed management, by
extrapolation from established case stud-
ies .

In 1982 the CBC scheme (and five of the
original observers!)completed 2l years of
continuous monitoring of populat ions.
Current applications of the CBC data
include study of the effects of changes in
farming practice on birds, the effects of
woodland management and the signifi-
cance of the reductions in resident birds
brought about by the recent severe
winters. The NCC continues to fund the
CBC and is the maior user of the results.
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An example of a C BC index graph. The indices for Wren over ten vears 1973-82 clearlt' shou, the
impoct of the two hard winters 1978179 and I98ll82 (markedu,ith triangles). The changes on

farmland (solid line) are clearly parallelled in woodland (dotted line). Indices ore given relative to
100 in 1966. Data are availoble from 1962.

INDEXING POPULATION LEVELS
numerous provide samples large enough 100. It is not a measure of relative
to bui ld a populat ion index. abundance between species. For most
The index for any particular species is a species 1966 is usually given as the datum
measure of its change in abundance year: thus an index of 620 for Stock
relative to an arbitrarily chosen 'datum- Doves in 1982 means that the CBC data
year' ,  in which the index value was set at est imate i t  to be 6.2 t imes as common as a

territory-holding bird as it was in 1966,
but the fact that this was the highest index
value in 1982 does not mean Stock Dove
was our commonest bird in that year!

Each index is updated annually by
applying the total percentage change
detected between the year in question and
the previous year on the available sample
of census plots. Only plots where cover-
age was adequate and comparable bet-
ween the two seasons can be included in
the sample. The territory totals for each
species and plot are compared with those
on the same plots in the previous year, to
give paired estimates of the change
between the two seasons. This pairing
procedure ensures a robust method of
indexing, but it does mean that single-
season censuses, and those lacking con-
sistent coverage between seasons, cannot
be used in the index calculations.

\ b -  c t 4 ,



Who can help?
For effective monitoring on farmland and in broad-leaved woodland, a total of about
250 plots is required, half in each habitat category, scattered throughout the UK. New
contr ibutions meeting the fol lowing cri teria are welcome:

l. Observers must be competent to identify readily both by sight and by sound all
species likely to occur, and fit enough physically to cover all parts of the chosen plot
without excessive fatigue.

2. Unless it is a specially approved case study the chosen plot must be representative of
the farmland or woodland in the surrounding regior5 and must meit all the other
requirements specified below under "selecting a plot".

3. The fieldwork procedure must be in full accordance with these Instructions.

4. The observer must intend at least two consecutive seasons'work on the same plot,
employing the same thorough fieldwork effort, so that the results can be used
towards the calculation of population indices. This applies even where an alreadr'-
established plot is being taken over from another observer.

Considerable commitment is demanded of the observer both for f ieldwork and the
subsequent paperwork, but most observers f ind census work very enjoyable. l t  is most
rewarding to gain both the intimate knowledge of a particular area that a census gives
and the satisfact ion of contr ibuting to conservation national ly; most observers also f ind
their results are of local value for conservation or simply for the county bird report.

If in doubt about the value of your potential contribution, or if you have any other
queries relat ing to the Common Birds Census, please write to:-

Common Birds Census, Populations Section, British Trust for Ornithology,
Beech Grove, Station Road, Tring, Herts Hp23 5NR.

To ensure the best use of resources for map analvsis and research at Beech Groye. onlv
those p lo ts  u 'h ich can be c lass i f ied as e i ther ' farmland 'or  'semi-natura l  u  oodland 'can be
accepted as ne\r,  plots for monitoring purposes.

Farmland can be any type of arable, hort iculturalor grazing land except unenclosed
sheepwalk, provided that i t  is more or less typical of the local iountn'side. \ f , ,here small
woods and copses occrrr among f ields, they should be treated as part of a farmland plot,
but the proport ion of woodland included should be typical of that in the surrounding
area and in any case should be less than l07o of the plot. Please aim for at least 60
hectares (150 acres): plots smaller than 40 hectares (100 acres) cannot be accepted.

Woodland includes all kinds of semi-natural broad-leaved and mixed u,oodland but
excludes parkland, scrubby heathland and even-aged plantations of conifers. As far as
possible, plots should be typical of woods (other than conifer plantat ions) in the area. At
least l0 hectares (25 acres) are needed. 'Parkland,' for which no new plots can be
accepted, is i tself  a vague term; i t  is meant to encompass al l  sorts of open land with
scattered trees which cannot be described as semi-natural because it has a r,rse aside from
its value as woodland (eg. town parks, cemeteries, golf courses). (Ancient ornamental
parkland now converted to arable or grazing might be acceptable as farmland.)

Case studies. We can sometimes accept plots not falling into the above categories where
the CBC method can be used to assess the effects of an anticipated change in the habitat.
Please contact Beech Grove i f  you have such a study in mind.

A general consideration regarding the size and shape of plots is that the edge effect,
which gives r ise to inf lated estimates of terr i tory density (see back page), should be
minimised by reducing the edge: area ratio as far as practic;ble. Large ptolr truu. a lower
rat io than smaller plots and plots approximately square or rounded are much better
than plots which are long and thin. While minima are given, there are no upper l imits to
plot-size. However, i t  is better to census a smaller plot thoroughly and for aiong period
than r isk inadequate or short-term cover of a larger one.

Plot boundaries must be clearly discernible features, such as permanent features of the
landscape or an art i f ic ial marked grid-l ine. You must be able to walk the entire
boundary, so use f ield edges on farmland rather than draw imaginary l ines across open
fields. On farmland, areas known to be part icularly r ich in birds, such as shelterbelts.
should be avoided as plot boundaries.

In al l  cases, you must ensure that you have the permission of the landowner(s) or
tenant(s.) to carry out a census and to visi t  every part of the proposed area. Special
permission must be sought i f  the plot needs any gridding (see opposite;.



Obtafning maps
oE 5ou have chosen provisional boundaries, send to Beech Grove a tracing from theclcnnt ordnance. _Suryey map, preferably ;;il;'tl llr.n., to the *ii. *"r. (l: 2500).The lml library will often trave itrem. If youare 

"*bil;" 
obtain the2;inch maps, sendlt t tracing from a smaller-scale map and we will order the full-scale maps from theondnance Survey' (Plots which you have 

:uly:yed and gridded need not be traced fromthc o.s. map, but prease be suie to use l:2500,"ur..l'
The final tracing of the plot should ,19* 

lot.only the plot boundaries copied from thel:2500 map but also sufficient internal oetail to'enable. accurate plotting andtranscription of registrations. This would include tracks, buildings, hedges, isolatedtrees (mark with a 9ro9s), grid lines.ir pr"r.ni, una p..trups other features such astelegraph poles (mark with a dot) and tree-stu.pi wheri detait i, otrr.r*ire-sparse. Toomuch detail may however mean that registrations trave to be plotted aside from their truepositions, thus decreasing the accuracy of the piotting, anc may conceal theregistrations' Unle.ss you can provide your own outline -upi for the .rnr* (normally25-30 maps a year) we will pr.pur. una t..p tr,. ,nuri"l-t.u.ing und send you a supply ofblank maps at the start of eactr season. If you rur, .hoiioimaps during the season, pleaseask for more rather than economise on visits or o".i.iorna the species maps.The process of obtaining maps.may initiatly take as long as six weeks if we need to orderfrom the ordnance Survey. it is therefore a good idea io begin as far in advance of theproposed first visit as is possible, and in iny;";; b;the-end orF;t;u;ry so thatfieldwork can begin not laier than mid_Ap.ii.' 
** "'

t;
L

ilil:":iiliffi,'*'*tiilq:i ;1i1;1i:;Wfft'ffixi*l i*""":f,*',;ii#l"l*it[,#1,ff
fiilflri:?"i'fl,'i;ilf::Jh::T#:i'9 

;h" '"q;;';J;"i' 
""'"pr'l irv "*.*a compass-bearinss. Griddrng shourd ideary

the birds! pariicur";il ;;;,"oJcil;:ri1| iJ,iJ"'"Ti['rfl:l;t 
accurate sighting- be tickted in tf,e winier. -wrren 

visiuiritj,
i::11j.:I:1i1't i*:"i,o." fiJin!."y tr,". bu,.-rio"lun i""ruijil'ffifl,;:l: 

inside the wood is at its sreatesr.
reao ro over-€strmalion of rcrritory num_ calty. and *"r. 

"i 
,l"ii..bers 

.The solution to- rrt" piou"i''i. to numbers. so ,n", *"n ;,a;l?lit nljtl Furrher advice can be soughr from Beechrocate a number of featurcs, widscattered.whichare.ea,'r*""i,ir,"iil'j{ f,1?f:,1i""*,uett,rt,iz,ar;nr, f;'r"i.''| i""fii,-}nif,fJl.tff",j;

:yF:ji"l::i"i-iiillll':"ffi: I,:::-'i"T:i*'",^0"*"""r1lli:!"i i;;f6":.-i:;ll ,*i,nlo;:;";":;;;used as reterence points when censusing by a team of three people, each ofwhom h^"i".n ouliiJ.'-and when compiling species maps. How_

GRIDDING A WOODLAND PLOT
Census work in woodland rcquires so
:1,r* *:*qtii;;;;;;;r#i; iii;rX',i11lt",li'-T"lil:.*1 .,,1"-,f':l c.arries a.risl'rweisht surveyins pore (a
;:,{;1i,":l*:'l:'Il;""10:i':lt 3 ll orher slra,shr ,'"", u* """,niiJl11ii.ii ilft ffi:i:l"-''"' !":',:'":':": :|l} :l:

ever, if after marking alt tracks, iaths and e ?other accurately located features ,orn. h
parts of the plot remain empty of
reference points, some gridding witt be
necessary.

In its simplest form gridding involves 
Conly the addition to the master_t.a"rng

(copied from the 25,, Ordnance Surveli)
of a few accurately surveyed points. For
example, if there are ihsufficient natural
features along a particular path (alieady
on the master-map) to enable you to e
jyOg. your position accurately, a simple
line of markers at 50 metre intervals may
suffice. A 30 or 50 metre tape_measure
and. a supply of marking tape are all the
equipment required foi the fieldwork.
Each marker must be semi-permanent D
and easily visible : two-inch wide fluores_
cent orange tape is ideal. It is necessarvto
label each one individually (best dlne
using a. broad-tipped black waterproof
pen) and to enter the location and hbel of _
the rnarker on the master-map. J

Compass-line gridding is needed when
large areas of the master-map are devoid
of features, 

,und (in the exireme case)
when no Ordnance Survey map is avail_
able. The first step is to chooie a base_

Part of an outline map for a u'oodland plot with afult s0 metre grid, reproduced at th, ,tordor)I:2500 scale' Grid:points are marked A'1, 82, ca, a4, etc. The observer canfollow the grid-lines,uling a compass if necessarl', so that he alwavs tr"""li iii porition on the map.



The mapping visit
The basis of the CBC fieldwork is the
mapping visit, involving full coverage to
all parts of the plot. Normally each visit
should be completed within a period of a
few hours: partial visits are to be avoided
if at all possible.

Carry an outl ine of the plot (the visi t
map) attached to a clipboard or suitably-
sized piece of hardboard'using a bulldog
clip or elastic bands. Use a brightly-
coloured pen: BTO staff find that fine-
pointed red bal lpoints are ideal. Do not
use ink which runs when wet. Always
write as small  and as neatly as possible.

You wil l  need your binoculars, but no
other equipment. You must not use tape-
recorded calls to elicit playback responses
from the birds.

When to visit
The number of territories you find will
depend to some extent on the nurnber of
visits you make. It is therefore essential
that the number of visits is the same - plus
or minus one at the most - from year to
year, so that any changes detected are not
simply due to the change in effort.

The standard now adopted for the CBC is
10 complete mapping visits during the
census season, mid-March to late June.
This is sufficient for detection of a high
proportion of the real territories present
(the proportion depending on your own
characteristics as a birdwatcher). If it is
absolutely impossible for you to attain
the l0-visit standard it may be possible,
by prior arrangement with CBC staff, for
you to choose the next highest number
which you can maintain. Making more
than l0 thorough visits usually gives only
a small improvement in census efficiency
and the resulting abundance of registra-
tions can obscure the territorial patterns.

While mid-March is the official start of
the CBC season, the first visit to Midland
sites need not be until early April.
Extending the visits into early July may
be helpful in some areas.

The spacing of the visits should be
fairly even throughout the season, within
the constraints imposed by weather and
your own other commitments. Making
three consecutive visits in a period of less
than l0 days is wasteful of effort. Weekly
visiting over most of the season is ideal.

Morning is generally the best time to
make a census visit, since activity and
song output are usually at their greatest,
but a few evening visits in the early part of
the season may be helpful for species such
as Song Thrush which are most easily
detected then. A combination of 8
morning visits and 2 evening visits is
probably the ideal for most plots; the

evening visits should not be consecutive.
Do not persist with evening visits if you
find them unproductive. Avoid the early
afternoon, when bird activity is low, and
avoid also the dawn chorus when bird
detectability may change rapidly during
the course of your visit and lead to uneven
cover. In British conditions, bird activity
on farmland and in woodland remains at
a moderately high level until about noon.
For a three-hour census visit (about the
average) it is best therefore to start either
before 9 a.m. or after 5 p.m.

Cold, windy or wet days are to be avoided
since the activity and detectability of the
birds are much reduced. Showery days
make acceptable census weather, since
birds are often quife active after each
shower; it is important to protect the visit
map as much as possible from the rain,
and to carry a pencil since ballpoint pens
do not work when wet. On particularly
fine days an early start is recommended

Photo: Kenneth Taylor

since bird activity may tail off somewhat
earlier than expected. Please do not allow
persistently bad weather during a setson
to prevent you from carrying out your full
complement of visits. It is better to make
a relatively inefficient visit, perhaps on a
windy or showery day, than to miss a visit
entirely. Ending the season short of visits
is likely to jeopardise the comparability
of your results.



Fieldwork procedure
The aim of your visit is to mark on the
map the location and movements of every
bird present or flying over during the
visit, but to record each individual once
only. The symbols section and the
example maps show how this can be
done. Since birds are small, difficult to
see, and fast-moving relative to the
observer, some inadvertent double-
record ing is  bound to  occur :  the
procedure for assessing the final total of
clusters (usually performed by BTO staff)
makes allowance for this. If however
individual birds are persistently plotted
more than once the final total of ter-
ritories will be an over-estimate.

It is essential when registering birds on
the visit map that the standard codes are
used for species and activities. This will
ensure that the maps can be readily
understood at Beech Grove. The full list
of codes and symbols is given overleaf.
Please take special note of the section
describing dotted and solid lines between
registrations, since proper use of these
symbols is essential for easy and accurate
analysis of your maps.

As you enter the plot, record the date and
your starting time. On completion, note
your finishing time - we use your total
time spent censusing as a measure of
consistency in effort between years. Make
a brief note of the weather (e.g. "fine,
sunny, NW3", where NW3 indicates the
wind direction and force, or "cool,
showery, cloud %, SW2") and the extent
of your coverage during the visit.

Farmland plots:
special hints on coverage
About 3-4 hours are required forthorough
coverage of the average farmland plot (70
hectares). Progress can be quite fast, since
the number of birds detectable from any
one point is usually rather limited, but the
route should take the observer at least
once along every major internal hedge-
row as well as completely around the
perimeter of the plot. Accurate placing of
the registrations on the map is normally
made easy by the network of field
boundaries.

Take care not to damage crops and
hedgerows. If there is no path next to a
hedge that must be walked, the best
alternative is the first set of tractor wheel-
tracks (tramlines), ustnlly about 5m.

Most farmland plots ore on iniricate
patchwork of Jields and hedgerows.

Photo: Kenneth Taylor

from the hedge. Only where the fields are
unusually large (greater than 25 hectares)
might it be necessary for you to stray
further from the field edge, and for this
you should seek special permission.

Frequent use of binoculars is essential for
an efficient census on farmland, since
typically most of the birds in view will be
some distance away. Sequential move-
ments of individual birds should be
recorded carefully: the point beyond
which a bird cannot be driven along a
hedge is likely to correspond closely to
the edge of its territory.

Coverage should be as even as possible,
but more time should be allowed for areas
where bird density is higher. The direc-
tion and, if possible, starting point of the
route should be varied between visits.

Woodland plots: special hints
A thorough visit to the average woodland
plot (20 hectares) should take about 3-4
hours. A route should be followed which
takes you to within 50 metres of every
part of the plot at least once during the
visit ;  the direct ion and, i f  possible, start ing
point of the route should be varied
between visits to improve the evenness of
cover. As on farmland. even cover of the
whole plot is essential. In particularly
dense woodland, a compass may be
helpful to enable the observer to follow a
marked grid-line or to cross a block of
woodland between marked paths. Progress
should be quite slow and careful so that
there is time to register all the birds seen
or heard, and so as to disturb the birds as
little as possible. The majority of contacts

in woodland will be by sound; practice
will help you estimate the positions of
birds you can hear but not see. If unsure
of how far a singing bird is away from
you, try the method of triangulation -
walk twenty metres or so and estimate its
direction from another point.

In contrast to the situation on farmland.
where you are more or less restricted to
the field-edges, you can wanderanywhere
within a woodtrnd plot during the course
of a visit. It is well worth using this
freedom on occasion to follow distant
noises of particular interest to ensure that
the birds in question are recorded accu-
rately on the map. Examples might be a
tapping noise (a Nuthatch, one of the
spotted woodpeckers, or just a Great
Tit?), a Chaffinch singing against the one
you have just recorded (it will be impor-
tant to plot this valuable registration
accurately) or your first record of a
Golden Oriole! Where you have deviated
from your planned route, however, it is
important to reassess carefully the route
for the rest of the visit so that all parts of
the plot are covered evenly.

WhattoFecord....
All species seen or heard during visits are relevant to the census and every bird should be
recorded on the visit and species maps, with the following specific exceptions:-
(l) Grey Heron, Rook, Sand Martin, Feral Pigeon and all gulls and terns. If nesting,

please give a count or estimate of active nests and record them on the maps. No other
registrations are needed. If present but not nesting, just note their presence at the edge
of each relevant visit map.

(2) woodpigeon, Swift, Swallow, House Martin, Magpie, Jackdaw, Carrion crow,
House Sparrow and Starling. These species are best censused by a nest-count on most
plots. Please make special efforts to locate as many nests as possible of these birds. If
you are confident that you are recording nearly all the active nests, you may omit all
other registrations if you wish, as for species listed under ( I ), but please make it clear
that you are doing so. Normally, however, the assessment will be made using a
combination of nests and other registrations. Observations of song and display, ior
example in Woodpigeon and Starling, will be of particular value. For Magpie and
Carrion Crow, special attention should be paid to looking for active nests on lhe early
visits, before they become concealed by too much foliage.

(3) Fieldfare, Redwing, Brambling and other common winter visitors seen only on the
early visits will usully be ignored by the analyst. However, any of these species, or
any unexpected spring migrant, might be recorded on later visits and perhaps qualify
as a territory-holder (even though out of normal range and probably unmitea); it ii
best to plot everything and allow us to discard what turns out to be irrelevant at the
end of the census.

Birds just outside the plot boundary should be plotted since this extra information is
essential for defining the full extent of the territories which straddle the boundary.
Remember that such birds may be found within the boundaries on later visiti.
Simultaneous registrations (dotted lines) are, as always, especially valuable. It is
important to be consistent between seasons in the extent to which vou record birds
outside the boundaries.
Intensive dest-searching is not recommended. It is exceedingly time<onsuming to find
enough nests to make a significant contribution to the census results. Additionallv. it is

tnirtcate
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Brightly-coloured pens are best for species maps, sr
soluble pens which fade quickly in sunlight and r
different colours, several species can be combined r
based in different parts of the plot: for example or
might make a good combination. Take care not t(
results of l0 visi ts appear on roughly l5-18 speci

Once the species maps are complete, please double
will almost certainly find some! If you wish, you n
species, following the guidelines given below. This
several species on a sheet please use only a soft lead
to make aly necessary amendments. An example

SPEC'ES AI
This standard list of conventions is designed f
necessary. Additional activities of territorial sign
clear abbreviation.

CH,  CHt ,  cH l -  Chaf f inch s ight  rec,
SCHluuc r  CHZI  t t  one pa i r  o f  Chaf f i r

fo'^R,
R

E
@

Juvenile Robins wi

A calling Robin

A Robin repeatedly
territorial significal

A Robin in song.

An aggressive encq

An occupied nest t
significance by ther

Blue Tits nesting in
nest in a nestbox.

Pied Wagtail nest r

Pied Wagtail carryi

Part of a contpleted visit map for a v'oodland census, reproduced at rhe I : 2500 scale as used
in the lield. It x'as o productit'e visit and all parts of the mop ore crox.ded x'ith registrations. The
dotted lines will be particularl.v helpful in the later anal.r'sis of territories. Blackbird registrations
hat'e alread.t' been copied to the species map and cancelled v'irh a light stroke of the pen.

important (but very difficult in practice) to standardise nesr-finding effort between
years. However, please record all active nests you find during normal census work, using
dotted lines where appropriate to denote nests of different pairs. Do not spend time nest-
searching to the detriment of mapping the birds, except for those speciei (Rook, Sand
Martin, Magpie, Carrion Crow, etc.) for which nest counts are pariicularly important.
Remember to distinguish between natural sites and nestboxes. SuUmit nest record cards
separately. As with all nest-finding, it is essential to keep disturbance to a minimum.
Finally, do not change your nest-finding effort on the plot between seasons to an extent
which may affect the results.

This is normally a job for the late summer, in the weeks following the fieldwork, but it can
be done concurrently with the fieldwork if you prefer. Compilation of species maps
cannot be undertaken by BTO staff.

Check that you_have given each visit a visit letter. These should start with A and typically
run through to K (omitting I) for a ten-visit census. Suffixes should be added to itre visit
letters to distinguish any partial visits. Select each species in turn, and copy neatly all
registrations of the chosen species from the visit maps onto a fresh outline map. As you
transfer them substitute the visit letter for the species code (so that, for example, CFi on
visit G becomes G on the Chaffinch species mip) and cancel the visit map registration
with a light stroke of your pen. It is essential to cancel the registrations, so that the visit
maps can later be checked for any registrations missed. All registrations must be
transferred to the species maps: do not let your information be waited by leaving it on
the visit maps. Copy all conventions (arrows, d otted lines, etc.) exactly as they appear on
the visit maps. The single exception here is when a nest is recorded on *oie ihan one
visit: the asterisk for any one nest should appear only once on the species map, with the
appropriate visit letters listed beside it. Some slight displacement of the registrations
may occasionally be necessary, for example where a bird repeatedly uses the same
songpost, but plot them as close as possible to the original spot.

PW food Pied Wagtail carrvi

Movements of birds can be indicated by an arrc
CR--+ A calling Greenfind

A singing Dunnock

A male Blackbird I

A Wren moving bet

The following conventions indicate which registrl
proper use will be essential for the accurate assd

Two Wrens in songl
simultaneous regis(
terr i tor ies. 

I
Two Linnet nests I
another example of {
The solid line indiq

The question-mark!
bird. This conventiq
already covered - it
before, without risl
marked solid line, o

No l ine joining the r
depending on the p
involved. (You mar
registrations *.re ai

Where adjacent nest
and second broods.

@
c*
Please use the following abbreviations of species n
the list, use a longer (unambiguous) abbreviation,
the Waterways Bird Survey and Winter Atlas; yo

;nr:
,KR

ABT

*, Ph/ on

PW mat,

)k-- - - - 4t
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I clear and unambiguous recording. Symbols can be combined where

lcance, 
such as display or mating, should be noted using an appropriate

I

hs, witt age,-sex o" number of birds if appropriate. Use CHf to indicate
rhes, so that 2CHf means two pairs together.

that the registrations stand out well from the background. Avoid water-
ry tend to spread. Fine-pointed ball-pens are recommended. By using
ra single map. Try to combine species of differing abundance and those
iarmland, Skylark (a field species) and Dunnock (chiefly in hedgerows)
rvercrowd the maps. Good economy of materials is achieved where the
i sheets.

heck the visit maps for registrations missed. Experience shows that you
y then make a provisional estimate of the number of territories for each
ill be very useful to us when we finalise the analysis. Even when there are
rcncil for your provisional analysis, so that it is easy for the BTO analysts
pecies map is shown overleaf.

ID ACTIVITY CODES

r parent(s) in attendance.

ilt"t 
alarm calls or other vocalisations (not song) thought to have strong

nter between two Robins.

I Robins. Do not mark unoccupied nests, which are not of territorial
selves.

, specially provided site. Please remember to use this special symbol for a

th an adult sitting.

Lg nest material.

Lg food.

r using the following conventions:

r flying over (seen only in flight)

perched then flying away (not seen to land).

ring in and landing (first seen in flight).

veen two perches. The solid line indicates it was definitely the same bird.

tions relate to different, and which to the same individual birds. Their
lment of clusters at Beech Grove.

rt the same time, i.e. definitely different birds. The dotted line indicates a
ttion (or contemporary contact) and is of very great value in separating

I

hupied simultaneously, and thus belonging to different pairs. This is
[e value of dotted lines. Only adjacent nests need to be marked in this way.

tes that the registrations definitely refer to the same bird.

I solid line indicates that the registrations relate to probably the same
r is of particular use when your census route brings you back past an area
s possible to mark new positions of (probably the same) birds recorded
of double-recording. If you record birds without using the question-

rer-estimation of territories will result.

:gistrations - it will be assumed that the birds are probably different. but
ttern of other registrations they may be treated as if only one bird was
if you'wish use a question-marked dotted l ine, indicating that the

nost certainly of different birds.)

i are marked without a line, it will often be assumed that they were first
or a replacement nest following an earlier failure.

mes. If uncertain of the correct code, or if you encounter a species not on
fhese codes are the same as those used for other BTO schemes including
I may also find them helpful in other birdwatching studies.
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(e)

Farmland habitat maps
In your first season, and in any sub-
sequent season if you wish, please comp-
lete a full habitat map.This should be on
one of the outline maps sent to you for the
census and should describe the perm-
anent skeleton of the plot - includingany
hedges, fences, ditches, tracks and lanes,
farmsteads, gardens, scrub, copses, perm-
anent pasture, streams and standing
water - tog$her with a note of the field
use in that season. Conventions are to
mark hedgerows and wooded areas in
green, and any streams or standing water
in blue. Mapping should extend for
50-100 metres beyond the plot bound-
aries. The following details should be
given:-

(a) the plot boundaries, clearly marked.
(b) contours, copied from the 6" or 2t/2"

O.S. maps.
a six-figure grid reference for a point
near the centre of the plot.
a description of each copse or block
of woodland (see woodland section
opposite).
the structure of each hedge in
terms of height, width, snape, main
species of hedgerow shrubs and
species and height ofstandard trees.
The positions of standard trees
should be marked with a cross.
position of any nestboxes.
any other details you think may
affect the distribution of birds on
your plot.

Estimate hedge width at the height at
which the width is greatest; for hedges not
recently trimmed it may be necessary to
give ranges for height and width rather
than single values.

A full habitat map will be welcome inany
subsequent year of the census, and would
be particularly useful following a period
of habitat change, but the only require-
ment following the initial year is for a
'crops and changesl map. This should
show:-
(a) any changes in the habitat since the

map for the preceding year, e.g.
hedgerow losses, streams which have
been dredged,

(b) the cropping or lield-use,
(c) the hedgerows present in that year,

marked with a green line, and
(d) the period of the season for which

any standing water was present.

The 'crops and changes'map can be used
to illustrate points you mention in your
answers on the annual questionnaire.
Please remember that unless you inform
us of changes we might assume that the
information on your previous habitat
map is correct, so it is very important to
keep up to date with recording habitat
change.

Habitat information is best collected
during the course of normal visits, but
make a spccial visit if you wish. Notes
made on the visit maps should be can-
celled as they are copied to the habitat
map.

This is the Blockbird species map from the sume census as the example visit map on page 6. On

transfer to the species map the Bfor Blackbird has been replaced in every case bv the visit letter F, ,A
but the s)'mbols indicating sex, song ond movements have not been changed. The map has alread.t' -(tl
been anubsed, and six teiritories found on this portion of the plot, although tv+'o of these lie most 11' (g)

bevond the northem boundarv.

Information on the nature of the habitat is an essential complement to the data you
supply on the numbers and distribution of the territorial birds on your plot. It enables us
to assess how representative is our index (by comparing the habitat of our plots with that
of farmland or woodland as a whole), to compare the birds on plots of differing habitat
and, most importantly perhaps, to measure the effects on birds of specified changes in
the environment.

If the habitat of your plbt is subjected to major change, subsequent census results may
form the basis of a detailed case study. We are likely to welcome the continuation of a
census following such a change, even where the changed area is substantially less
attractive for birds, but please check with us first to ensure that the results will be
worthwhile.

The following items are needed annually to accompany each completed census sent to
Beech Grove:-

(a) a habitat map. A full habitat map is essential in the first year but in subsequent years
it is necessary only to show changes from the previous year's map, and any special
information which is relevant to that year (including field-use on farmland plots).
Details on compiling habitat maps are given below.

(b) a completed habitat questionnaire. Each observer will be sent a questionnaire

before the start of the season, to be completed as fully as possible and returned with
the maps. The content of the questionnaire may vary from year to year but for
farmland will include field-use (cropping, management, farm chemicals used, etc),
hedgerow management and other detailed aspects of habitat change. If there has
been no change on the plot, whether farmland or woodland, this will be your
opportunity to say so.

In addition, photographs of the plot are very helpful to the analyst, since they give an
accurate impression of the habitat; they must be regarded as a complement to the habitat
maps and questionnaires, not a substitute. Colour slides are particularly welcome.
Please enclose with them a map showing the points from which the photographs were
taken. and a note of the date.



Woodland habitat maps
As for farmland, a full habitat map is
requested to accompany your first cen-
sus. Please read the section on farmland
habitat maps and mark all the features
listed there, where relevant to the habitats
present on your plot and in the surround-
ing 50-100 metre zone. In addition, the
following specifically woodland features
should be recorded:-

(a) rides, clearings and glades
(b) boundaries between the major stand

types, together with a brief descrip-
tion of each type.

Stand types can be recognised as blocks
of woodland within which the tree and
shrub species and the woodland structure
are broadly uniform. Please provide the
following details for each stand:-

l. Management type: stands may vary in
management (e.g. high forest, wood
pasture, active coppice, derelict cop-
pice). In coppiced woods, the boun-
daries of different ages of coppice
should be marked and the approxi-
mate date of cutting provided. Please
inform us of any management activity
on the annual questionnaire.

2. Canopy or tree layer: list the dominant
species of trces and estimate by eye the
approximate 7o cover for each tree
species contributing more thanl0To of
the total ground cover. Also estimate
the typical height of the dominant tree
species: BTO staff can advise on
methods if necessary.

3. Shrub layer (l to 5m above ground):
list the main species, their typical
height and approximate Vo cover.

4. Field layer and ground composition:
record the approximate percentage
cover ofgrass, heather, herbs, bracken,
bramble. rocks etc.

A varied piece of woodland on an Oxfordshire
census plot, holding a good variet.t, o.f bird
species. Both Blackcap and Chiffchaff
regularllt hold territor.v around this point in

I {ABITAT MAP I9O3

(O
(g

The habitat map for the same section of CBC v'oodland plot as in the other examples. This is a
simplified version of the original, which shows more detoils and uses colours to distinguish stand
types. On the original map, the management type is given as"abandoned w'ood posture now,moving
towards highforest structure, grazed by deer."

Many plots contain only 3-4 different habitat map is shown above, to give an
stand types which can be readily identi- indication of what is required.
fied, and it will be rare to need more than Please remember to keep us informed of
7 or 8. A friendly botanist may be able to any changes in habitat in subsequent
assist. If in difficulty consult Beech years. Maps showing changes only would
Grove. be welcome in addition to the completed

A simplified example of a woodland questionnaire.

When completed, the visit, species and habitat maps should be sent to Beech Grove. It
would be helpful to the analyst if you could also include a separate list of the visit letters,
dates and times. Please try to send us your completed maps before the New Year.

If the maps are relatively small they are best folded and sent in an envelope, but larger
maps should be rolled tightly and (ideally) packed in a cardboard tube. In either case,
please ensure that a return address is included in the parcel. For added security, you can
send tfre visit and species maps separately so that it is unlikely both will be lost.

The final assessment of territories is made by Beech Grove staff, so that we can be certain
that maps from different sites, observers and years are always analysed in the same way.
Once the analysis is complete we will send you our version of the results together with a
first assessment of the overall changes in population. It is a good idea for you to send a
copy of the results to the county bird recorder, so that they can be summarised in the
annual bird report.

The original species maps will normally be retained on file at Beech Grove. They are our
ultimate authority for the statements we make based on the CBC results, and are needed
to back up our conservation claims if challenged. It is not possible for us routinely to
copy the species maps for observers who wish to retain their original maps, but we can
supply suitable tracing paper or, if necessary, extra outline maps for observers who wish
to make their own copies. Please confer with CBC staff if you wish to retain copies of the
species maps. Visit maps will normally be returned on request.

9

the wood. Photo: John Marchant



If results are to be compared between
plots and between years, it is essential
that the analysis of species maps should
be carried out in a consistent fashion. To
achieve this, all CBC species maps for
every census are analysed by a small team
of trained analysts at Beech Grove,
working to set guidelines. The individual
analysts confer in difficult cases and are
tested regularly for consistency within the
team, so any differences in results bet-
ween plots or years are unlikely to be
due to ^ change in analyst proce-
dure.

The guiding principles by which CBC
species maps are analysed were first
published in 1968. They are given here in
clarified and expanded form so as to be a
ready source of reference for CBC
observers wishing to make a provisional
analysis of their own species maps, and
for BTO members who wish to make use
of the mapping method in their own
studies.
The essence of species map analysis is that
rings are drawn around clusters of
registrations which appear to represent
the activities of a distinct pair of birds.
The ring itself merely encloses those
registrations treated as forming part of
the cluster, and does not necessarily
indicate the territory boundaries. By
convention, the rings drawn are non-
overlapping, although in reality adjacent
territories may overlap. The clustering
procedure is merely an expedient for
assessing the number, distribution and
relat ionship to habitat of terr i tory-
holding birds on the data available.

Bird behaviour varies between indivi-
duals and between habitats, and may be
detected and interpreted differently by
different observers. It is therefore in-
appropriate for the analysis guidelines to
be a set of fixed and rigid rules. An
element of subjectivity remains even
when the guidelines are followed: some-
times there may be more than one
allowable way to analyse a species map.
Decisions made by the CBC analysts,
however, are not arbitrary since they
draw on their accumulated experience of
censuses in a wide variety of habitats and
on their field knowledge of bird behav-
iour. Examples of cluster analysis are
shown opposite to illustrate various ^f

the points made below.

1. Ideal clusters. The typical species
map shows discrete grouping of letters
indicating the positions held by territorial
males on different visits. Each grouping
or cluster may show a sequence of
observations on different visits of pro-
bably the same pair of birds, but in
practice will probably show some dupli-
cation whereby males or females are
registered more than once on a single
visit. Areas from which dotted lines rad-
iate may be identified readily as potential
clusters.

Where registrations form well-defined
groupings, these are accepted as clusters
provided that each meets the minimum
requirements and the other criteria given
below.

2. Minimum requirements for a
cluster. If it is to be accepted as a valid
cluster, a grouping must contain registra-
tions from a certain minimum number of
different visits. This minimum is 2 where
there were 8 or fewer effective visits for
the species in question, or 3 where there
were 9 or more visits. The number of
effective visits can differ from the total
number of full visits only where:-
a) the species is o migrant and w,as not

present on the early visits (count

from the first visit on which the
species vras regi stered),

b) the species is crepuscular or other-
u'ise dfficult to record (e.g. Wood-
cock, Nightjar, owls), inwhich case 2
records from dffirent visits will
suffice, or

c) in rare cases, coverage of the plot has
been uneven: in particularly awk-
w,ord cases it may even be necessary
to opply different minima in dffir-
ent parts of the plot.

A further requirement is that there must
be ten full days separation between the
first and last registrations in the group.
This rule (only) is waived in'expedit ion
methodology' where the visits are com-
pressed into a short period of the season
for the purposes of a special study. To
determine whether clusters span ten days,
it is helpful to keep a list of the visit letters
and dates to hand during the analysis.

A single record of a nest containing eggs
or young can be accepted as the basis ofa
cluster, even in the rare case of being
unsupported by any other registrations.
This does not apply to fledged juveniles,
or to chicks of nidifugous species (such as
Mallard, Pheasant or Lapwing) since
they may have moved a considerable
distance from the nest.

3. Dotted and solid lines.Two registra-
t ions joined by a dotted (or dashed) l ine
should not be included in the same
cluster, unless it is probable that the
registrations relate to male and female of
the same pair, or to juveniles. Such lines
are of the greatest value in delimiting
clusti:rs. Singing birds can normally be
identified safely as males, but for some
species females might also be recorded as
being in song (e.g. Tawny Owl, Green
Woodpecker).
Two records joined by a solid line are
effectively the same registration and must
not be treated as part of two separate
territories.

Records joined by a question-marked
solid line may be treated alternatively as if
they were separate birds, or the same
bird, according to the pattern of other
registrations. If included in a single

territory, the registration does not count
as a "double" (see 5 below).

4. Multiple sightings. A number of
birds seen together in a flock may be
registered as, for example, 4BT for four
Blue Tits or 2Bd for two male Black-
birds together. Another common example
is u ..-girttion of territorial .onfiict
between two or more birds.

Where it is undesirable that such a
registration should be treated as part of a
single cluster, the analyst can divide the
registration between two or more clus-
ters. This is usually the appropriate
course for dealing with registrations of
conflict which often indicate the bound-
ary between adjacent territories.

5. Double registrations. Double or
repeat registrations frequently occur within
apparently good groupings. Such regist-
rations might belong to the same individ-
ual unwittingly registered more than once,
or to different birds (perhaps the territory-
holder and a migrant ora wandering male).
Where there are more than two double
registrations, or where the distribution of
the double registrations is associated with
a spatial division in the grouping, the
analyst should consider whether to drarv
two clusters. The following points should
be taken into account:-

a) whether splilting the group would
yield two acceptable clusters, in
terms of the minimumrequirements,
which accord with the territory size
and distibution to be expected at
that point on the'plot.

b) the likelihood of the speciesperform-
ing rapid undetected movements
across its territory (several species
are especially likely to produce
double registations in this way.
Examples include Whitethroat and
other Sylvia worblers, Willow Tit,
Chffihaff and Wren.)

c) the likelihood of migrants singing
while on passoge (particularly high

for Willow Warbler during their
peak of spring arrival).
the likelihood of wandering males
(high for species which frequently
feed outside the defended area of the
territory, e.g. Yellowhammer and
especially Blackbird which also has a
sizeable floating population of non-
breeding birds in some yeors).
the number of double registrations is
likely to increase with the number of
visits made to the plot.

f) double registrations of females are
to be expected in polygynous species
(such as Pheasant) and should not be
counted.

6. Excess registrations. Some registra-
tions will be difficult to assign to
particular clusters. In general they should
be included in the nearest cluster, except
where:-

d)

e)

l 0



a) the registrations are close to the plot
boundary and probably belong to
territories outside the plot, or

b) the resulting cluster would then have
Ioo many double registrotions, or be
too large for the species and habitat
concerned. or

c) the registrations are likely to be of
wande ring individuals o r lot e migrant s
(porticularly early in the season) or
of fledged juveniles (ate season).

Excess registrations are those which do
not fit into any cluster when the above
guidelines are applied. It is best to draw a
little arc around them to indicate their
likely origin (off the plot, probably

of the map.

8. Large territories. Species with large
territories (e.g. Kestrel, Green Wood-
pecker, Grey Partridge) present a special
problem since the registrations rarely
form obvious spatial groupings. Where
the registrations fall close to two edses of
the plot with a substantial gap betwJen, it
is often better to assign them to different
groupings (either or both of which may
qualify as a6 accepted cluster) than to
draw a single cluster covering most of the
plot. The size of the cluster drawn should
always be appropriate to the territory-
size of the species in the habitat con-
cerned.

belonging to adjacent cluster, etc) and to
show that their presence has been taken
into account during the analysis.

7. Diffuse registrations. Common spe-
cies in uniform habitats may show a
diffuse rather than a grouped distr ibution
of registrations. Dotted lines are particul-
arly valuable in these circumstances. A
start may be made by looking for the best
nucleus of territorial activity (e.g. obser-
vations on successive visits, perhaps in an
area from which dotted lines are emana-
ting), drawing a cluster and then working
outwards towards areas where the pat-
tern of groupings is less clear. It is not a
good idea to start arbitrarily at the edge

The following di'grrms show extmples of correct (.nd in some cases incorrect) &ssessment of terrilory numbels ushg the standardcBc guidelines. Assume there rre te; visitsthroughout, thc proi ti".-ir"ia,.ri that tle species is a itr'onliy iJto.i"r ,esio"rrt tn aribut the lest exnmple. The mrps are not intendedto b" tt 
"'.t"na"rO 
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DOTTED, SOLID AND QUESTION.MARKED SOLID LINES

This example shows the correct treatment of lines between
registrations. The dotted line FF means that the two F registrations
cannot be placed in the same cluster (A,B and C).In C, the second .Fis
treated as an excess registration. The solid tine DD (example A)
means that both D records were of thesame bird and should be placed
in the same cluster. The question-marked solid line DD (Band 

-C) 
can

be treated in either of the two ways, depending on the pattern of other
registrations. In B, there are sufficient registrationi to support a
second cfuster D FH tndthe D records aretreated as being ofslparate
birds. In c, there is no support for a second cluster and uottr o records
are treated as if one bird was involved. These examples are correct as
they stand, but on a real map might be influenced by the pattern of
adjoining registrations.

SEMI-COLONIAL SPECIES

For a semi-colonial species such as Linnet it is often necessary to draw
clusters representing groups of territories. Examples ,q, ani B show
correct and incorrect treatments of the same set of registrations. A is
correct, based on totals of 7 birds on visits D, Eand F. The high count
on visit I is discarded as probably a remnant of winter flocfs, while
that on visit -/ probably includes juveniles. B is incorrect, since the
peak counts in these two adjacent putative clusters occurred on
different visits, and combining them as in A considerably reduces the
assessment.

GOOD CLUSTERS

A and B show two different analyses of the same set of registrations. A
is unsatisfactory because the apparent nucleus A BC isiplit between
two clusters. B, giving three smaller clusters, is a better analysis
because it uses A BC asthe basis of aseparate cluster. The treatment of
dotted lines is correct in both examples.

TERRITORY SHIFTS, MULTIPLE SIGHTINGS

Three c-o-rrect examples of analysis. In A, the two groupings ABDE
and G HJ are merged into a single cluster on the assumpti,on th"t ther.
has been a shift of territory. It wourd be wrong to draw two clusters
where such groupings are so close together. In B, the addition of a
second E and a dotted line makes it clear that there are two clusters. In
c, the example is extended to show the correct treatment of multiple
registrations. Neither cluster has any double registrations.
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". . . . does not applt' to fledged juyeniles . . . .
front the nest."

9. Spurious groupings. Groupings of
registrations sometimes occur which,
although fulfilling the minimum require-
ments, should not be treated as separate
clusters.

a) Tv'o distinct adjacent groupings
which teated as a single unit have no
more than tv'o double registrations,
mar (particularly in an open or
patchy environment) represent two
separate songposts of a single bird.
Only one cluster should be drawn,
provided that this is not unusually,
large for the species and habitat.

b) Very occasionally, groupings are
found w'hich appear to be too small
for the species and habitat. These
should be incorporated into nearby,
clusters if the rules allow.

c) Communal feeding areas (e.g. for
Blackbird, finches and Yellowham-
mer) may, give groupings of registra-
tions, usually lacking in observa-
tions of teruitorial behaviour. These
should be treated os excess registra-
tions.

d) Adjacent groupings showing no tem-
poral overlap (e.g. visits ABD and
EGJ) should be treoted as an
example of territor.y-shift ond mer-
ged into a single cluster, unless this
seems unlikely in view of the species,
habitat and distribution of registra-
tions.

10. Clusters representing semi-colonial
groups of birds. The mapping method
works best for territorial and non-
colonial birds (chiefly passerines). In the
CBC, however, mapping is extended to
cover all species present on the plot,
including those which may be colonial or
semi-colonial breeders. The following
guidelines have been devised to cope with
the assessment of these species.

Where a species is non-territorial, or has a
very small defended territory as part of a
much larger home range (e.g. finches,
pigeons), group clusters may be drawn.
Each cluster must contain a potential
breeding site (e.g. trees for Woodpigeon,
buildings for Swallow) or other centre of
breeding activity (such as a ditch or
stream for Mallard).

Drawing: P. Barwick

The registrations should be divided into
groups according to their spacing (ignor-
ing any on the early visits which appear to
be of winter flocks). This division must be
performed carefully, since the final cluster
total may vary considerably depending
on how many group clusters are drawn.
Putative clusters which contain similar
peak numbers of birds, but on different
visits, should in general be merged. Each
group cluster should be large enough to
be realistic for the number of pairs
assigned.

Each group cluster should then be
assigned a "number of pairs". This should
be the highest confirmed number of
males (the second highest number of
males present on any single visit): make a
list of the number of males recorded on
each visit, and take the second highest
number. Unsexed birds should be total-
led and halved between the sexes, treating
any excess birds as males. The following
categories of registrations should be
omitted from the calculations:-

a) high numbers on early visits which
may be the remnants of winter
flocks.

b) exceptionally high numbers on o
single visit which might represent a
fee ding co ncent r at ion,

c) high counts after the first observ-
ations of fledged juveniles, unless
recorded as birds definitely adult
(birds recorded as juveniles must be
omitted),

d) influxes of moulting adults in late
season e.g. Mallard drakesfrom late
May, I-opwing flocks (June on-

'wards).

Where the number of nests in the group
cluster in simultaneous use is higher than
the number of pairs assigned on the basis
of the other registrations, the nest count
should be taken as the "number of pairs".
For ducks, the number of different
broods in the cluster should be used if
higher than the assessment based on
drakes.

Single clusters may also be drawn for
colonial or semi-colonial species at low
density; the rules for single clusters then
apply.

Printed by Maund & lrvine Ltd., Tring, Herts.

HOW TO RECORD
THE ASSESSMENT

The total number of clusters assessed
should be entered on the species map and
the summary sheet using the following
conventions:-

/ no clusters assessed, species prob-
v ably not holding territory. Ticks

for lpecies whiih are iommon
wint# visitors should be omitted.

n.c. no count: species probablyholding
territory, but no assessment made
because either it was not mapped
by the observer or no proper
assessment was possible from the
map.

N. adjacent to the assessed number,
indicates the figure was based
entirely on a count of active nests.

DENSITY CALCULATION:
THE TREATMENT OF

EDGE CLUSTERS
Edge clusters are defined as those which
overlap the plot boundary. All clusters on
the species maps are included in the totals
for the CBC index, since the greater the
.number of territories sampled the more
precise will be our estimates of percentage
change. Dividing the simple total by the
area of the plot is likely to give an inflated
estimate of the density of territories,
because some of the clusters counted will
probably lie outside the plot boundaries.

In studies of density and community
structure, the totals should be reduced to
those strictly relevant to the area within
the boundaries. Any clusters lyingentirely
outside the boundaries should beexcluded,
together with a proportion of the edge
clusters (those which have some registra-
tions inside and some outside).

The method currently recommended by
the International Bird Census Committee
is to exclude edge clusters unless more
than half of the registrations lie within the
plot or on the boundary, treating birds in
farmland boundary hedges as lying on the
boundary. The application of such methods
for correction of edge effect still results in
small over-estimates of density, however,
partly because observercoverage is greater
(and thus birds are more likely to be
registered) inside the plot than out.
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. since they may have moved a considerable distance


